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ABSTRACT
Currently, autism spectrum disorder is a common, heterogeneous disease. It is diagnosed through behavioral questionnaires, parent, and doctor observations due to there are no biomarkers. The treatment is mostly carried out through education and behavioral interventions. Proven effective drugs of concomitant diseases can also be added to the treatment regimen if it is necessary. Nevertheless, recent studies have identified several compounds including arbaclofen, oxytocin, sulforaphane, and bumetanide that have an impact on the main symptoms of autism, such as social communication deficits and restrictive/repetitive behaviors. Bumetanide, a proven diuretic, is one of the most studied chemicals in the past decade. In this review; first, diagnosis of autism and tests used for it, are briefly explained, thereafter the pharmacological treatment approaches of autism, the targeted new treatment mechanisms, the association between intracellular chloride concentration with autism are mentioned respectively. After summarising the frequently used animal models, preclinical and clinical studies that focus on the effect of bumetanide, which is the center of this review, on autism were evaluated chronologically.
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Until 50 years ago, autism spectrum disorder (ASD) was a rare childhood disease. However, today it has become a very common (one in 88 people) and a lifelong disease that is considered heterogeneous. It includes a spectrum, the severity of which can vary slightly from serious to serious, but the majority of patients need lifelong support.

Genetic studies show that autism has a strong genetic component that can involve the interaction of many different genes. However, however, mutations in different genes eventually produce certain specific disorders in cognitive and social behavior.

Although ASD is significantly related to heredity, the etiological causes of the disease are not understood in more than 80% of cases. Again, it remains to be discussed whether common variants in ASD occur with multiple gene interactions, major effects of rare mutations, or as a combination of both. In addition to genetic factors, many systematic reviews and meta-analysis have suggested that prenatal and postnatal factors, pregnant diet and lifestyle effects also have an effect on ASD. For example, there are studies showing that thiomersal in vaccines may have a role in the development of autism. Embryonic exposure to antiepileptic valproic acid has been shown to cause in a significant percentage of patients. Folic acid supplementation during pregnancy has been shown to reduce the risk of ASD. These examples show that environmental factors play a role in increasing or decreasing the risk of autism.

When the neurobiology of the disease is examined; It is seen that ASD does not have a specific area of the brain. It is an event that arises mostly from the reorganization of the whole brain in the early stages of development. The findings mostly showed a general poor connection in the brain and local over-connection in some specific areas (especially the frontal and occipital lobes).
Among the neurotransmitter systems, there is strong evidence that defects in the GABAergic inhibitor system are associated with autism. Autism patients are often reported to have rearrangement on chromosome 5q11-13, and this chromosome contains a set of GABA receptor genes containing GABRA5, GABRG3 and GABRB3. In addition to the GABA receptor genes, genes involved in the differentiation of GABAergic interneurons and displacement have also been associated with ASD. Destruction in GABAergic interneurons; Explain why epilepsy and behavioral disorders coexist in patients with ASD. Based on this information, it can be deduced that autism can be caused by disorders in the differentiation of GABAergic neurons and mechanisms in migration to the cortex.

Although ASD occurs with a change in early brain development and neural reorganization, is diagnosed based on behavior, as there are no reliable biomarkers. In this sense, although the symptoms are varied, two important main symptoms are lack of social communication and limited, repetitive sensory-motor behavior. There may be some disorders accompanying ASD, developmental retardation, mental disability, speech difficulties and motor difficulties are examples. In addition, various forms of anxiety can be seen in ASD patients.

The tests commonly used to evaluate the severity of autism and treatment response in clinical studies in autism are CARS, ABC, RRB, RDEG, ADOS G, respectively. CARS is a behavioral-rating scale and is used to evaluate the presence and severity of symptoms in ASD and to determine the effect of treatment within a certain time interval. It has a higher hit rate and less false positive identification than ABC and other tests. ABC (Abnormal Behavior Checklist) is a questionnaire completed by a doctor conducting treatment during a discussion with parents. CGI (Clinical Global Impressions) is used by the clinician to assess the severity of the disease, its change over time, and the effectiveness of the drug. RRB (Repetitive and Restricted Behavior Scale) is a standardized checklist of 35 items on a scale of 0-5 points. Repetitive, restricted behaviors should be clearly expressed and characteristic of the person. RDEG (The Regulation Disorders Evaluation Grid) is a French activity scale that allows to determine the level of dysregulation and slowness of the babies' response. ADOS G (Autism Diagnostic Observation Program) is a standardized criterion that evaluates people suspected of having ASD in terms of social interaction, communication, creative use of games and materials.

Pharmacological Treatment Approaches in Autism Spectrum Disorder

When diagnosed at an early age in autism, quite positive results can be obtained with correct interventions, because brain plasticity is open to change in early childhood, cognitive development can be achieved and the severity of symptoms can be alleviated with the applications. Therefore, it is important to be able to develop effective treatments in childhood.

Although autism is a biological disorder, basic symptoms can be improved with the help of primary education and behavioral therapies, pharmacological treatment has a more complementary role. Pharmacotherapy provides increased response to behavioral and educational interventions in this context, and in addition to a general increase in function, therefore pharmacotherapy should always be a part of disease management, which includes behavioral and educational interventions, and should focus on specific goals. Although there is such an approach in theory, FDA approved drugs for ASD are used only to treat aggression and irritability accompanying the disease, other pharmacological therapies are currently under research to improve the symptoms of ASD.

There are many drugs that are claimed to treat ASD-related behavior. These; Atypical antipsychotics, propranolol, oxytocin, vasopressin antagonists, arbaclofen, bumetanide and sulforafan. For example, in randomized controlled trials, risperidone and aripiprazole, among atypical antipsychotics, improved irritability and agitation in children and adolescents. However, both drugs caused adverse events such as sedation and weight gain. Arbaclofen is a GABA-B agonist. In BTBR mice, it increased repetitive behaviors such as spontaneous grooming and cluster burial while increasing social interaction. A number of ASD-related social disorders have also improved, and clinical trials in patients with fragile X syndrome also appear to have a good effect on stereotypical behavior and a tendency to limited attention. Following sulforafan therapy, other ASD-related behaviors such as anxiety, depression, learning, and memory were evaluated in mice.

Long-term treatment reduced anxiety-related behaviors and depression-related behaviors in mice with sciatic nerve damage. Again in an 18-week study with humans, an improvement in social interaction,
abnormal behavior and verbal communication was observed after sulforafan treatment. Antiepileptic drugs and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors have again shown promising results, but there are no specific indications yet. Metformin helps improve weight gain due to antipsychotics in ASD. About autistic children.

In 30-80%, attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) accompanies ASD and this affects both behavioral interventions and the quality of life of patients. Among the ADHD drugs, methylphenidate and guanfacin may be effective against problems caused by hyperactivity and short attention span. On the other hand, sleep problems from comorbid conditions have been reported in 43-83% of children with ASD, which is associated with increased behavioral and psychological problems. It has been reported that administration of melatonin is safe in such a situation; When applied, it improves sleep parameters, reduces stress and is reflected in daily behavior. Clonidine has also been shown to be effective in sleep disorders.

**Targeted New Treatment Mechanisms**

The main symptoms of autism are due to disorders in the brain circuits and synaptic neuronal interactions that develop in early childhood. Many studies have shown the relationship between autism and serotonergic dopaminergic GABAergic pathways. Some of the clinical symptoms are indicative of dysfunction in these neurochemical signal systems. Therefore, selective pharmacological interventions on neurobiological pathways may play an effective role in the treatment of autism. For example, risperidone is effective on the dopaminergic system. It creates significant positive effects in children and adolescents who experience behavioral problems such as irritability, aggression, self-harm and anger attacks. Drugs acting on glutamate receptors can alter the course of the disease by acting where NMDA receptor stimulations are excessive. In a double-blind study, antiviral and antiparkinsonian NMDA receptor antagonist amantadine showed a significant effect in improving the initial hyperactivity and inappropriate speech. Abnormally low plasma oxytocin values have been reported in children with autism in relation to high oxytocin precursor levels. This suggests that autism may be related to the abnormal synthesis of the hormone in question. In a 2010 study, when intranasal oxytocin was administered in a small sample with autism, social behavior was observed to improve, thereby suggesting that oxytocin may affect the main symptoms of autism.

In the light of the information revealed by the results of genetic studies, voltage-gated calcium channels are among the candidate targets that are effective in autism spectrum disorder. Both genetic and functional data show that voltage-gated calcium channels play a potential role in autism spectrum disorder. High levels of Ca2+ increase aspartate/glutamate carrier activity, accelerate mitochondrial metabolism, thereby increasing oxidative stress in autistic brains. Aspartate/glutamate transporter and altered Ca2+ homeostasis play a role in increasing signaling events leading to autism. If these mechanisms are targeted, new therapeutic strategies can be produced. Treatments that manipulate extracellular Ca2+ entry or intracellular Ca2+ release from the endoplasmic reticulum are in principle available. Of these, Ca + 2 chelation is not recommended as a form of treatment since it causes a serious side effect such as hypocalcemia. The drug named ziconotide used in another approach is a synthetic peptide that selectively blocks N-type voltage-sensitive calcium channels. For the release of neurotransmitters, calcium flow through these channels is required at the presynaptic terminals of neurons. Inhibition of N-type calcium channels by ziconotide blocks the calcium entering the neuron. Thus, the release of neurotransmitters, such as glutamate, into the synaptic cavity is reduced. This mechanism may set new goals to alleviate autism symptoms.

GABAergic signals also change in autistic patients. Thus, a change in the excitation/inhibition rate is observed. However, gamma and other oscillation (vibration) frequencies that are effective in cognitive functions and produced by GABAergic neurons also decrease in autism. If we want to examine the biological effects of the damage of this system from a different perspective, we can evaluate the effect of the drug Fenobarbital in epilepsy. Phenobarbital, when used for severe seizures in epilepsy, paradoxically aggravates electroencephalogram discharges and is associated with high complication rates, suggesting that GABA can stimulate neurons rather than inhibiting epilepsy patients. In epileptic neurons, elevated levels of intracellular chloride ([Cl-]) (as in autism), which shift the polarity of GABA’s effects from inhibition to excitation, and the underlying paradoxical effects of phenobarbital may be this change. Summarized observations suggest that reducing intracellular chloride concentration may provide a useful treatment for autism.


As can be seen, many different pathways can be targeted for autism treatment and treatment mechanisms can be developed for them. In this review, animal studies and clinical studies on how bumetanide affects autism and related behaviors through the GABAergic system are tried to be summarized.

**Intracellular Chloride Concentration and Autism Treatment**

The maturation of the brain; This occurs by the developmental sequential expression of voltage-gated, receptor synapse-guided channels, and the developmental changes of the effects of the inhibitory transmitter GABA. For example, immature neurons have higher $[\text{Cl}^-]_i$ than adults. Because the gene encoding chloride import co-carrier NKCC1 is expressed early, while the chloride export KCC2 operates later. The expression of cation-chloride exporter KCC2 decreases before and immediately after birth. Subsequently, as the development continues, the intracellular chloride concentration is reduced by upregulation of KCC2. This regulation mechanism of $[\text{Cl}^-]_i$ can also vary with various lesions, seizures and neurological disorders (eg OSB) so that the effect of GABA can change from inhibitor to excitor.

Regulating $[\text{Cl}^-]_i$ level in the treatment of autism and returning it to normal is a treatment strategy and NKCC1 is generally targeted in the studies because KCC2 is labile and currently does not have a selective agonist. In contrast, NKCC1 is stable, its antagonists are identified, the diuretic Bumetanide is an antagonist that is highly specific to NKCC1. For this reason, studies focused on bumetanide in order to produce pharmacological treatment in autism.

**Animal Models**

In recent years, various animal models of ASD have been created to identify the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying autism spectrum disorders and to develop new therapeutic tools. For this purpose, genetic disorders detected in ASD patients were included in the genome of mice and genetically based models were created. Also, an autism model was created with environmental factors such as exposure to valproic acid (VPA), which is known to be a risk factor for autism during pregnancy.

In accordance with observations on humans, animal studies have also revealed dysfunctions in GABAergic signals. Studies show that GABA generates autism-like stereotypes in animal models when there is a dysfunction in the signal transmission. These animals are experimentally created by manipulating MECP2, TSC1 and TSC2 and FMR1 candidate genes. Fragile X syndrome is a monogenic disorder and the FMR1 gene causing the disease; It is characterized by mental disorders such as speech disorders, hyperactivity, autistic behavior and seizures. In mice without the FMR1 gene, an increase in network stimulation occurs in cortical circuits, including specific types of interneurons associated with excitation/inhibition (E/I) imbalance. Another neurodevelopmental disorder with high co-morbidity with autism is Rett syndrome. This is due to mutations in the X-linked MECP2 gene. Cognitive disorders, speech loss, motor abnormalities, respiratory dysrhythmias, stereotypical behaviors and sometimes seizures that lead to premature death develop. Similar to FMR1 knock-out (KO) mice, these animals also show changes in the E/I balance. Additionally, autism-like disorders and epilepsy are observed in men.

The genes affected are here TSC1 and TSC2. Dravet syndrome and Angelman syndrome show similar characteristics to these models. Mutations in the En2 gene, which plays a role in the structure and neuronal differentiation of the midbrain/hindbrain region, have also been associated with ASD. En2 KO mice are also proposed as a model because they show similar behaviors to behavioral abnormalities observed in ASD patients.

In addition to animal models created by genetic manipulation, there are also autism models created by applying medication. An example of this is the valproic acid model.

Valproic acid (VPA) is a commonly used medicine to treat epilepsy and bipolar disorders. Rat pups exposed to VPA in the uterus also show neurodevelopmental abnormalities and behavioral disorders similar to those with ASD. As with other animal models that exhibit OSB-like behavior, autistic phenotype; associated with changing E/I balance.

Animal studies are valuable in understanding common pathogenic pathways that lead to autism spectrum disorders, and animal models used for this purpose are also vital. Research on these models with
the right organized studies has the potential to offer new biological treatment options.\textsuperscript{[4]}

Preclinical and Clinical Bumetanide Studies

Bumetanide NKCC1 antagonist with a highly specific affinity is a reticent and reduces intracellular chloride. In adults since 1975 and in children since 1986; It is used to treat hypertension, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, nephritic syndromes or heart congestion, and its pharmacokinetics is well known.\textsuperscript{[65]} The use of bumetanide in children is safe provided that it is accompanied by clinical and biological surveillance to control hypokalemia.\textsuperscript{[26]}

However, Bumetanide converts GABA action from depolarization to hyperpolarization, and can also reduce cell excitability by regulating cell volume and extracellular space.\textsuperscript{[57,66]} With the effect of Bumetanide on GABA, its safety in humans (children) makes this drug the focus of its work for the treatment of ASD.

In recent years, on bumetanide autism animal models; It has been tried for reasons such as illuminating disease mechanisms and evaluating the effectiveness of possible treatments. In 2014, Tyzio et al.\textsuperscript{[67]} studied with VPA rats and Fragile X mice. In these models, high chloride levels, increased GABA excitation, increased glutamatergic activity, and high gamma oscillations (oscillations) were detected during delivery at hippocampal neurons. When these models were treated with bumetanide shortly before birth, the stimulating effect of GABA was suppressed in both animal models and autistic-like behaviors were prevented. In 2015, Holmes et al.\textsuperscript{[68]} Assuming that early seizures will disrupt normal brain connectivity during brain maturation and cause autistic phenotype, normal rat pups after birth 5-14. repeated seizures induced by fluorotil between days 18 and 18-25. They subject subjects to a controlled test to observe the developmental changes of brain vibration activity between days. The results show that early life attacks change the development of brain vibrations and result in autistic-like behaviors. Bumetanide prevented abnormalities in coherence and voltage correlation with the application during seizures and improved the social seizure and gained a normal seizure threshold. When these preclinical studies are evaluated together, in rodent autism models; Chronic inadequate chloride regulation has been demonstrated, and the clinical effects of bumetanide have been confirmed.

Along with animal studies, numerous clinical studies have been conducted to evaluate the effect of bumetanide on autism. In 2010, Lemonnier et al.\textsuperscript{[56]} GABA has been suggested to play an important role in infantile autistic syndrome (IAS), and extensive research has shown that GABA’s stimulating effects in neurological disorders are due to the steady increase of [\(\text{Cl}^-\)]. NKCC1 antagonist, which has decreased, tested the effects of bumetanide. During a 3-month period, five children (3-11 years) received 0.5 mg of bumetanide twice daily. Then clinical and biological tests were carried out. As a result, an improvement in autistic behavior was observed without serious side effects. 5 standard IOS severity tests were used: Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS), Abnormal Behavior Checklist (ABC), Clinical Global Impressions (CGI); Repetitive and Restrictive Behaviors (RRB) and Regulation Disorders Evaluation Grid (RDEG). In 2012, Lemonnier et al.\textsuperscript{[26]} this time, randomized grouping of 54 patients (3-11 years old) performed 3 months, 1 mg of bumetane and placebo daily, followed by a one-month cleansing period. The CARS test showed a statistically significant treatment in scoring. Unlike placebo, those treated with boumetanide showed a moderate or mild (<36.5) picture from severe condition (CARS >36.5), and there was a marked improvement in their way of communicating with their parents’ observations. The therapeutic usefulness and benefit/risk ratio were also demonstrated by the commonly used CGI and there was a remarkable improvement with little side effects. As a side effect, only mild hypokalemia occurred in 30% of children and it was controlled by K+ supplementation.

In a case report published in 2014, sensory behaviors, which are not one of the main symptoms of ASD but cause social dissonance, were tested for a long time (18 months). In this study, 10 year old girl with Asperger syndrome was evaluated after daily treatment of 2 mg boometanite by dividing it into three using the Dunn Sense Profile. Biological tests were performed every month to assess the patient’s health. Improvements observed after 18 months included a wide range of sensory behaviors (auditory, vestibular, tactile, multidimensional and oral sensory processing). Difficulties in sensory behaviors are an important determinant of social incompatibility, as they will cause incompatible emotional and physical reactions to environmental stimuli, though not yet among the main symptoms (eg, social interaction, communication disorders, stereotypical and restrictive behaviors) of ASD.\textsuperscript{[69]}

In 2015, Hadjikhani et al.\textsuperscript{[58]} studied a 10-month open-label study of the efficacy and efficacy of bumetanis in adults and young adults with ASD. They tested the effect of bumetanide therapy with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) on emotion recognition performance. This was done by evaluating changes in brain activation in response to the perception of dynamic films of facial expressions in two separate sessions before and after treatment. As a result, it has been revealed that bumetanide therapy improves emotion recognition and increases the activation of brain regions involved in social and emotional perception during emotional perception of faces. However, being open-labeled and containing 7 patients, two measurements divided by a long time interval, all participants having a normal intelligence conditions that narrow the scope of the study. [58]

In 2015, Du et al. [70] investigated the therapeutic effects of the combined treatment of bumetanide and applied behavior analysis (ABA) in children with autism. A total of 60 children, with an average age of 4.5 years diagnosed with autism, were randomly divided into two groups: a single treatment group (n=28) and a combined treatment group (n=32). Oral bumetanide was given to the combined treatment group at 0.5 mg twice daily with ABA training. ABC, CARS and CGI evaluations were performed just before and 3 months after the start of treatments. ABC and CGI total scores were significantly lower in the combined treatment group than in the single treatment group. (p<0.05) No side effects of bumetanide were observed. As a result, bumetanide treatment together with ABA education has been shown to result in a more beneficial treatment than children with ABA education alone. A possible explanation for this is that bumetanide provides a cellular-level biological stability (eg, GABAergic inhibition), which makes the brain more sensitive to behavioral therapies. In order to reach a more comprehensive and secure judgment in this regard; A four-arm, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, multi-site, dose-spaced study was performed to evaluate efficacy, response and safety effects of bumetanide. A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, multi-site, dose-spaced study was performed to evaluate efficacy, response, safety, pharmacokinetics and optimal bumetanide dose in children and adolescents with ASD. The criteria used include CARS, Social Sensitivity Scale (SRS) and Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement (CGI-I) scale. 88 patients with ASD spread across the entire pediatric population (2-18 years) were sub-grouped in the four age groups and randomized to take either bumetanide (0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 mg twice daily) or placebo for 3 months. The most common side effects were hyponatremia, increased urine elimination, anorexia, dehydration and asthenia. Hyponatremia occurred mainly at the beginning of treatment at doses of 1.0 and 2.0 mg twice daily and gradually improved with oral potassium supplements. As a result, it has been demonstrated that bumetanide improves the main symptoms of ASD in all targeted age range and provides a beneficial benefit/risk ratio, especially at 1.0 mg twice daily. The results also show that the frequency and severity of adverse events increase with dose, whereas there is no clear dose-response relationship for efficacy. A dose of 1 mg twice daily was determined as the optimal dose between safety and efficacy.

In 2017, Hadjikhani et al. [72] showed that eye contact in autism leads to an exaggerated increase in amygdala activation. However, in 2018, 9 people (21.4±5.4 years old) have been shown to have a normal level of amygdala activation with eye contact in autism as a result of intervention with 10-month bumetanide treatment. In accordance with previous clinical studies, these data also support the stimulating/inhibitory dysfunction hypothesis in autism, and show that bumetanide can improve certain aspects of social processes in autism. [73]

In 2019, Hajri et al. [74] 29 children with an average age of 7.9 years older than 5 years with autism disorder received 1 mg/day of Bumatanide for 12 months, while clinical and biological evaluation was performed periodically during the treatment period, at the same time, autism spectrum disorder with CARS and CGI was performed at 3-month intervals. severity was evaluated. Sixteen children were excluded from the study for reasons such as hypokalemia appearance, intolerance to treatment, and inadequate efficacy, as reported by parents. As a result, there was a significant improvement between the 3rd and 6th months.

In 2020, Feng et al. [75] planned to treat bumetanide and vitamin D3 to a baby who could not make eye contact for 30 months, as previous studies have shown that Vitamin D3 or bumetanide treatment can improve OSB basic symptoms. [76,77] Since the patient’s symptoms did not change after 6 months of Vitamin D supplementation, Vitamin D3 supplementation was discontinued at the request of the parent due to lack of effectiveness. Then, when the bumetanide was started, it was observed that the patient’s symptoms
improved after 1 month of bumetanide. This case report suggests that Vitamin D3 and bumetanide target different mechanisms in the pathogenesis of ASD. In addition, it is predicted that ASD can be divided into different subtypes, among which it is estimated that one subtype may respond to Vitamin D3 treatment and another subtype may respond to bumetanide.

In 2020, Zhang et al. [78] conducted a 3-month clinical trial on the bumetanide group (bumetanide therapy, 0.5 mg twice daily) and 83 patients aged 3-6 randomized as a control group. The difference between these studies and the others is the attempt to search for clinical evidence on ASD. In this regard, they measured the inhibitory (GABA) and stimulating (glutamate, Glx) neurotransmitter concentrations of each patient in magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) in the insular cortex (IC) and visual cortex (VC) that evaluated the results as the beginning and 3 months later. Compared with the control group, the bumetanide group showed a significant reduction in symptom severity, as observed in the total CARS score. However, improvement in clinical symptoms was confirmed by CGI. The GABA/Glx ratio in both IC and VC decreased faster in the 3-month period in the bumetanide group than in the control group. This decrease in IC is associated with symptom improvement in the bumetanide group. The study confirmed the clinical effectiveness of bumetanide in relieving the main symptoms of ASD patients in young children, and this is the first indication that this development is associated with a decrease in GABA/Glx ratios. Ultimately, this study suggests that the GABA/Glx ratio measured by MRS may provide a neuroimaging biomarker to evaluate the treatment efficacy for bumetanide. However, patients with similar symptom scores; The study should be supported with further research, as it shows different neuroimaging findings.

To summarize, in all clinical studies from 2010 to 2020, researchers have conducted studies to support the positive effects of bumetanide on patients with ASD. They achieved similar results in different doses, in different age groups, at different time intervals in this regard. Some studies have been evaluated within the scope of different abilities such as sensory behaviors, emotion identification rather than the main symptoms of autism and an attempt has been made to link different biomarkers with the severity of autism symptoms. The most common side effect of the drug was hypokalemia, and it was brought under control with supportive treatments. Studies in the final analysis show that bumetanide is a promising complementary therapy for autism treatment.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

In general, studies with bumetanide recorded similar healing results, no serious side effects, and proven safety suggest that pharmacological treatment may soon be a part of standard treatment in autism. Although the treatments applied do not cure autism completely, the positive effects are sufficient to continue working with larger groups in order to test the effects of the drug on ASD. When we think about side effects, it is possible to see that the studies are in harmony with each other. The results showed that bumetanide is safe but linked to adverse events associated with diuresis and dehydration. Of course, the most common hypokalemia; Potassium supplementation can be managed clinically by dose titration and careful hydration of the patient. [71] Since ASD is a developmental disorder, early pharmacological intervention is essential. This situation of children; side effects mean you will take medications that need to be carefully considered. Many drugs that affect GABAergic synapses can cause addiction or paradoxical reactions, as their brain circuits are still immature and GABA may have a depolarizing and stimulating effect that can extend to the late stages of development. [57] Therefore, considering all risks, pharmacological tools should be designed with properly designed studies, use of appropriate animal models and ultimately with minimal risk.

One of the conditions to be considered in patients with ASD is clinical variability, patients experience different degrees of difficulty with different mental abilities. Examples of these areas are intellectual ability, attention, depression and other psychological disorders. Said clinical heterogeneity has made it difficult to develop pharmacological treatments for ASD. This variability also makes it difficult for researchers seeking biomarkers or genetic variation in common with most ASD patients. [27,78]

The number of patients with ASD is limited, there are no consistent repetitions, the majority of studies are relatively short-term, and therefore there is no strong evidence of long-term effects, evaluation criteria; Lack of important situations such as intelligence assessment, school adaptation and comorbidity constitute the limitations of the mentioned studies. Although bumetanide studies evaluate the effectiveness of bumetanide in autism
from many different aspects, there is still a need for more comprehensive double-blind, multicenter randomized and controlled studies.
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